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Abstract

The vacuum parton creation in quickly varying external fields is studied at the time scale of order 1 fm/c typical for the
quark–gluon plasma formation and thermalization. To describe the pre-equilibrium evolution of the system the transpo
equation is employed. It is shown that the dynamics of production process at times comparable with particle invers
can deviate considerably from that based on classical Schwinger-like estimates for homogeneous and constant fiel
the effects caused by non-stationary chromoelectric fields is the enhancement of the yield ofss̄ quark pairs. Dependence of th
effect on the shape and duration of the field pulse is studied together with the influence of string fusion and reduction
masses.
 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Multiple particle production in relativistic heavy
ion collisions is not fully understood yet. One
the most popular microscopic approaches to
phenomenon is formulated within the chromoelec
flux tube (or rather string) model [1]. The flux tub
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are assumed to be initially stretched between
constituents (quarks and diquarks) of the nucleon
colliding nuclei. As the constituents are flying awa
the energy of a color tube increases making it unsta
against the production ofqq̄ or dd̄ pairs from the
vacuum. New hadrons, created in the course of
color tube fragmentation, can also interact within h
and dense nuclear matter, and the in-medium cas
develops.

The formation and subsequent break-up of co
tubes/strings is a common feature adapted by all
se.
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croscopic string models (see, e.g., [2–6] and re
ences therein), which are intended to describe dyn
ics of heavy-ion collisions at relativistic energies. Fo
uniform chromoelectric fieldE the probability to cre-
ate a pair of quarks with massm, effective chargee,
and transverse momentumpt per unit time and pe
unit volume reads [1]

P(pt ) d
2pt

(1)= −|eE|
4π3 ln

{
1− exp

[
−π(m2 + p2

t )

|eE|
]}

d2pt .

The integrated probability is given by series expans

(2)Pm = (eE)2

4π3

∞∑
n=1

1

n2 exp

(
−πm2n

|eE|
)
,

which reproduces the classical Schwinger result
derived in spinor quantum electrodynamics (QED)
e+e− production rate in the constant electric fie
Usually, only the leading term in Eq. (2) is take
into account. According to this formula, the ratio
production rates of strange to nonstrange quark p
widely known as strangeness suppression factorγs , is

(3)γs = P(ss̄)

P (qq̄)
= exp

[
−π(m2

s − m2
q)

κ

]
,

where κ = |eE| is the so-called string tension.
appears that microscopic models underestimate
yield of strangeness in ultrarelativistic heavy-ion c
lisions [8]. This issue is very important, because
abundant yield of strange particles was predicted [9
one of the signals of quark–gluon plasma (QGP) c
ation. According to Eq. (3), the strangeness produc
can be enhanced either by taking into account stri
string interaction, which leads to fusion of strings a
formation of color ropes with larger effective strin
tension [10–13], or by dropping the quark masses [1
e.g., due to chiral symmetry restoration. Also, the
fects related to the finiteness of the strings can mo
the production rates [15,16].

In the present Letter we explore another possi
ity. The real fields emerging in heavy-ion collisio
act at the time interval comparable with the Comp
scale. Since the dynamics of particle creation intime-
dependenthomogeneous fields differs from that of s
tionary fields [17], it is essential to properly modify th
system description at early stage of nuclear collisio
The kinetic equation (KE) is a convenient tool to stu
the nonequilibrium evolution processes. The sou
term describing the vacuum pair creation process
be incorporated into the KE either in a phenomenol
ical manner [18,19] on the basis of Schwinger-like f
mula, or derived in a more sophisticated manner fr
the microscopic equations of motion [20]. Although
is believed that the phenomenological source term
rectly reproduces qualitative features of the quan
mean field theory [21], such approximation has
to be verified for, e.g., time-dependent fields or mu
component systems. Compared to the phenomeno
ical treatment, the approach within the framework
a transport equation [20] contains several new dyn
ical aspects, such as longitudinal momentum dep
dence of the distribution functions and non-Markov
character of the time evolution. It takes into acco
effects of the field switching and statistics, as w
Therefore, the abundances of newly produced parti
may considerably deviate from the values obtain
for the constant and infinite field. The appearance
the non-Schwinger regime in a creation of electro
positron pairs in periodic laser field has been discus
in [22–24]. Another noteworthy feature of the mod
fied source term is the suppression of zero momen
bosons [25]. This circumstance causes the “ferm
dominance” effect at the short time scales [26] and
lead to the abundant production of heavy fermion
expense of light bosons.

In case of the QGP creation the characteristic t
of the field variation is estimated to be of order
few fm/c [27] and, therefore, the assumption of t
space–time unvarying field is too crude. Hence, i
necessary to elaborate on the dynamics of par
vacuum production at short time scales, which
compatible with the particle inverse masses. Part
larly, the dependence of the production rates on
shape and duration of the field pulse should be inv
tigated.

The Letter is organized as follows. Kinetic equati
with the source term, describing the vacuum prod
tion of fermions, is derived in the collisionless lim
in Section 2. Section 3 presents study of the influe
of the field pulse characteristics on the time-depend
vacuum production rates for the energies of RHIC a
LHC. Comparison with the production rates, obtain
for the infinite and constant chromoelectric field by t
classical Schwinger-like formula, is also performe
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
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2. Kinetic equation

As was mentioned above, the kinetic equat
is a standard tool to describe the non-equilibri
evolution of a many body system. The general form
the KE for the distribution functionf (p, t) in a strong
spatially homogeneous time-dependent field is [18

(4)
∂f (p, t)

∂t
+ eE(t)

∂f (p, t)
∂p

= S(p, t) + C(p, t),

whereS(p, t) andC(p, t) are the source term and th
collision integral, respectively. The source term d
scribes the vacuum production of particle–antipart
pairs in the external field, while the collision term go
erns their rescattering dynamics, which drives the s
tem toward thermal equilibrium. For the sake of cl
ity, it is relevant to consider the collisionless appro
mation, where the collision term in the r.h.s. of Eq.
is omitted.

The kinetic description of quarks in framework
the Wigner function formalism [28,29] leads to a ve
complicated system of partial differential equatio
hard to solve both numerically and analytically. The
fore, following the approach of [17,20], we employ t
canonical Bogoliubov transformation method with
the QED approximation. To derive the source term
the system of fermions in an external electric field,
start from the Dirac equation

(5)
(
iγ µ∂µ − eγ µAµ − m

)
ψ(x) = 0.

Using the simple field configuration with vector pote
tial in the Hamilton gaugeAµ = (0,0,0,A(t)) and ho-
mogeneous electric fieldE(t) = (0,0,E(t)), E(t) =
−Ȧ(t), one looks for the solutions of the Eq. (5) in t
form

ψ
(±)
kr (x) = [

iγ 0∂0 − γk + eγ 3A(t) + m
]

(6)× χ(±)(k, t)Rreikx̄ ,

where the superscript (±) denotes eigenstates with th
positive and negative frequencies. Herein the spin
Rr (r = 1,2) are eigenvectors of the matrixγ 0γ 3

satisfying the conditionR + Rs = 2δrs . The functions
χ̈ (±)(k, t) obey the oscillator-type equation

(7)χ̈ (±)(k, t) + [
ω2(k, t) − ieȦ(t)

]
χ(±)(k, t) = 0,

where we define the total energyω2(k, t) = ε2⊥ +
p2‖(t), the transverse energyε2⊥ = m2 + k2⊥, and the
longitudinal momentump‖(t) = k‖ − eA(t). The so-
lutionsχ(±)(k, t) of Eq. (7) for positive and negativ
frequencies are fixed by their asymptotic behavio
t0 = t → −∞, whereȦ(t0) = 0. In this limit, the field
operatorsψ(x) and ψ̄(x) can be decomposed by th
complete and orthonormalized set of spinor functio
(6) as follows:

(8)ψ(x) =
∑
r,k

[
ψ

(−)
kr (x)bkr (t0) + ψ

(+)
kr (x)d+

−kr (t0)
]
.

The operatorsbkr (t0), b
+
kr (t0) anddkr (t0), d

+
kr (t0) de-

scribe the annihilation and creation of particles and
tiparticles in the in-state|0in〉 and obey the standar
anticommutation rules. The time evolution leads to
mixing of states with positive and negative energ
and, therefore, non-diagonal terms in the Hamilton
corresponding to Eq. (5) emerge. The diagonaliza
of the Hamiltonian, which is equivalent to the tra
sition to quasiparticle representation, is performed
the time-dependent Bogoliubov transformation

bkr (t) = αk(t)bkr (t0) + βk(t)d
+
−kr (t0),

(9)dkr (t) = α−k(t)dkr (t0) − β−k(t)b
+
−kr (t0),

with the imposed condition|αk(t)|2 + |βk(t)|2 = 1.
The new operatorsbkr (t) and dkr (t) describe the
processes of quasiparticle creation and annihilat
By virtue of the Lagrange multipliers, one can fin
from the equations of motion (7) that the coefficie
in the Bogoliubov transformation (9) are connected
the relations [17]

α̇k(t) = eE(t)ε⊥
2ω2(k, t)

β∗
k(t)e

2iθ(k,t0,t ),

(10)β̇∗
k(t) = − eE(t)ε⊥

2ω2(k, t)
αk(t)e

−2iθ(k,t0,t ),

where the dynamical phase is defined as

(11)θ(k, t0, t) =
t∫

t0

dt ′ ω(k, t ′).

To absorb the dynamical phase it is convenien
introduce new operators

Bkr (t) = bkr (t)e
−iθ(k,t0,t ),

(12)Dkr (t) = dkr (t)e
−iθ(k,t0,t ),
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which obey the anti-commutation relations:{
Bkr (t),B

+
k′r ′(t)

}= {
Dkr (t),D

+
k′r ′(t)

}
(13)= δrr ′δkk′ .

These operators satisfy the Heisenberg-type equa
of motion

dBkr (t)

dt
= − eE(t)ε⊥

2ω2(k, t)
D+

−kr (t) + i
[
H(t),Bkr (t)

]
,

(14)

dD−kr (t)

dt
= eE(t)ε⊥

2ω2(k, t)
B+

kr (t)

+ i
[
H(t),D−kr (t)

]
,

where H(t) is the Hamiltonian of the system o
quasiparticles

H(t) =
∑
r,k

ω(k, t)

(15)× [
B+

kr (t)Bkr (t) − D−kr (t)D
+
−kr (t)

]
.

The first term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (14) arises becaus
the unitary non-equivalence of the transition from
representation (8) to the quasiparticle one.

Next, consider the evolution of the distributio
function of quasiparticles with the momentumk and
spinr defined as

fr (k, t) = 〈0in|b+
kr (t)bkr (t)|0in〉

(16)= 〈0in|B+
kr (t)Bkr (t)|0in〉.

According to the charge conservation the distribut
functions for particles and antiparticles are related
fr (k, t) = f̄r (−k, t). Taking derivative in Eq. (16
with respect to timet we have

(17)
dfr(k, t)

dt
= −eE(t)ε⊥

ω2(k, t)
Re
{
Φr(k, t)

}
.

Here the functionΦr(k, t) = 〈0in|D−krBkr (t)|0in〉
describes the vacuum production of pairs in exter
electric fieldE(t). Applying the equations of motio
(14), one finds

dΦr(k, t)
dt

= eE(t)ε⊥
2ω2(k, t)

[
2fr(k, t) − 1

]
(18)− 2iω(k, t)Φr (k, t).

The solution of Eq. (18) with the initial conditio
Φr(k, t0) = 0 may be written in the following integra
form

Φr(k, t) = ε⊥
2

t∫
t0

dt ′
eE(t ′)

ω2(k, t ′)

(19)× [
2fr(k, t ′) − 1

]
exp

[
2iθ(k, t ′, t)

]
.

Inserting this result into the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) we obt
the anticipated kinetic equation

dfr(k, t)
dt

= eE(t)ε⊥
2ω2(k, t)

t∫
t0

dt ′ eE(t ′)ε⊥
ω2(k, t ′)

(20)× [
1− 2fr(k, t ′)

]
cos
[
2θ(k, t ′, t)

]
.

Since the distribution function does not depend
spin, the subscriptr can be dropped:fr ≡ f . Substi-
tution p = k − eA(t), where the 3-momentum is de
composed onto the transverse and longitudinal c
ponentsp = p(p⊥,p‖(t)), yields to the reduction o
the KE (20) to Eq. (4) with the source term

S(p, t) = e2

2
E(t)w(p)

t∫
t0

dt1E(t1)w
(
p(t, t1)

)

× [
1− 2f

(
p(t, t1), t1

)]
(21)× cos

(
2

t∫
t1

dt2ω(t, t2)

)
,

wherew(p) = ε⊥/ω(p) and

ω(t, t1) =
√
ε2⊥ + p2‖(t, t1),

(22)p(t, t1) = p − e

t∫
t1

E(t2) dt2.

The source term (21) demonstrates several interes
features, such as the dependence on particle lon
dinal and transverse momentum, the account for
and statistics, and the non-Markovian character of
time evolution. The memory effects are caused by
time integration over the statistical factor (1−2f ) and
the non-local cosine function [25], while the structu
of the coefficientw(p) defines the shape of the m
mentum distribution of created particles.

In the collisionless approximation the kinetic equ
tion (4) with the source term given by Eq. (21) can
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transformed into the system of three ordinary differ
tial equations [30]:

2ḟ = eEwv1,

v̇1 = eEw(1− 2f ) − 2ωv2,

(23)v̇2 = 2ωv1,

where the dot denotes the full time derivative, and
auxiliary functionsv1, v2 defined as

(24)v1 = −2 ReΦr(k, t), v2 = −2 ImΦr(k, t).

If the field strength is of order of the critical value, th
it is necessary to take into account the back reactio
produced particles on primary field [18,31]. The new
created particles polarize the vacuum and are acc
ated by the external field. Their motion generates
internal field that in its turn modifies the initial bac
ground field. For the description of this phenomen
the background fieldE(t) in (21) should be replace
by the sumE(t) = Eex(t) + Ein(t), where the gener
ated internal fieldEin can be found from the Maxwe
equation [20]

(25)Ėin = − egf

(2π)3

∫
d3p

ω

[
2p‖f + p⊥v1

]
,

with gf = 2Nc being the degeneracy factor andNc the
number of color degrees of freedom (Nc = 3). The to-
tal current density in the r.h.s. of Eq. (25) is the s
of conductivity and vacuum polarization currents,
spectively. The integrand in (25) contains the logar
mic divergence which should be removed somehow
means of a regularization procedure [30]. We use h
the simple ultraviolet cut-off of momentum integratio
on the border of a grid. Eqs. (23) and (25) represen
closed system of equations for the numerical anal
of the back reaction problem.

3. Vacuum creation of quarks with different
masses

The derived formalism can be applied to study
vacuum creation of quark–antiquark pairs in heavy-
collisions. Of special interest is the analysis of effe
caused by the fast change of (chromo)electrical fi
at the time scale compatible with the inverse qu
masses. To investigate a role of the field switch
on/off effects, we approximate the time dependenc
the flux-tube field by a short pulse oriented along
collision axis of primordial nuclei

(26)E(t) = Em exp
[−(2t/τ )n

]
,

whereEm is the field magnitude andτ is the effective
pulse width. The integer exponentn governs the
steepness of the pulse: forn � 1 (we restrict ourselve
to nmax = 6), the pulse (26) becomes close to t
rectangular one. The case withn = 2 reproduces wel
the soliton-like pulse

E(t) = Em cosh−2(2t/τ ),

(27)A(t) = −Em(τ/2) tanh(2t/τ ),

for which the Dirac equation allows exact analytic
solution [17,32].

It is convenient to define the time-depend
strangeness suppression factorfs as the ratio of densi
ties of strange (s) to nonstrange (q) quarks

(28)fs(t) = n(ms, t)

n(mq, t)
,

where in the case of axial symmetry

(29)n(mf , t) = gf

∫
d3p

(2π)3
f (mf ,p⊥,p‖).

The system (23) is integrated by the Runge–Ku
method with the zero initial conditionsf (p, t0) =
v1(p, t0) = v2(p, t0) = 0. The momentum dependen
of the distribution functionf (p‖,p⊥, t) is determined
by coarse-graining of the momentum space to
2-dimensional grid; in each of its node the system
equations (23) is solved. The parameters of the
depend on the field strength, the typical values
1p ≈ 0.1 m (step of the grid) andpmax ≈ 15–20 m
(boundary of the grid), so the total number of t
solved equations is about 106.

3.1. Effect of the field pulse duration

To study the influence of the field pulse durati
on the ratio of strange and nonstrange quark pairs
compare results, obtained for the time-dependent r
(28) with the soliton-like pulse (27), with those yield
for the constant chromoelectric field by Eq. (3). Inp
parameters, such as quark masses and string ten
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Fig. 1. Pulse width dependence of the asymptotic valuefs (t � τ )

of the suppression factorfs , the dotted line shows the correspondi
estimation from the Schwinger formula (3).

are chosen according to [33], namely,

ms = 350 MeV, mu,d = 230 MeV,

(30)κ = |eE| = 0.9 GeV/fm.

Since the critical field is defined aseEcr = m2, the
chosen value of the field is under-critical one
heavy strange quarks and over-critical one for the li
nonstrange quarks. To solve the Maxwell equat
(25) the value of the effective chargee should be
determined. This can be done on basis of the estim
for the initial energy densityε, which varies from
50 GeV/fm3 at RHIC to 520 GeV/fm3 at LHC
[34]. Assuming for simplicity that all initial energ
is deposited in the field sector, one obtainsEex ≈
3.16 GeV/fm for RHIC andEex ≈ 10 GeV/fm for
LHC. The corresponding values of the effective cha
are e ≈ 0.22 and e ≈ 0.07 for RHIC and LHC,
respectively.

The results of calculations of the asymptotic va
fs (t � τ ) of the suppression factorfs are depicted in
Fig. 1 for the field pulse (27). Trivially, the Schwinge
like estimate for the constant and infinite field (
gives the constant valuefs = 0.3. The time-dependen
case is more complex: for pulses shorter than
Fig. 2. Time dependence of the suppression factorfs for two types
of field pulse, given by Eq. (26), with the same width: the pulse w
n = 6 (solid line) and the pulse withn = 2 (dash-dotted line). Dotted
and dashed lines show the corresponding field profiles.

particle inverse masses the creation ofss̄ quark pairs
is significantly enhanced. This is a direct conseque
of the uncertainty relation for the energy and time. I
worth mentioning that already atτ � 3 fm/c the exact
result is very close to that given by the Schwing
formula (3). However, for the characteristic time
QGP formationτ0 ∼ 1 fm/c [35], the production
probability of strange quarks in the soliton-like fie
yield (27) is at least 1.5 times larger than that in
stationary case.

3.2. Influence of the field pulse shape

Fig. 2 shows the time evolution of the factorfs(t)

during action of field pulses (26) withn = 6 and
(27) with the same widthτ = 1 fm/c. We see, tha
production of strange quarks increases with rise
the powern in exponent in Eq. (26). Note also, th
the intermediate effective value of the time-depend
ratio fs is considerably larger than its final one:
varies from about 0.6 to 0.39 for the soliton-lik
pulse and from 0.75 to 0.52 for the rectangular o
The evolution of densities of the created particles
presented in Fig. 3. The density of both light and he
quark pairs in the pulsing field initially increase
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As the field saturates and starts to decrease,
process of particle absorption by the field domina
the particle production one. The longer the fie
pulses, the stronger absorption. Therefore, the
of the field oscillation can significantly change t
value of the suppression factor. The similar res
concerning the role of pulse shape of periodic la
field on the electron–positron vacuum production r
was obtained in [23] within the framework of th
approximate imaginary time method.

In Ref. [13] two ways of increasing the strangen
production within the framework of the Schwing
mechanism have been discussed, namely, (i) e
the field strength (string tension) is increasing,
equivalently, (ii) quark masses are dropping due
chiral symmetry restoration. Assuming a significa
reduction of quark masses from (30) to the curr
quark massesms = 0.23 GeV,mq = 0.01 GeV [13],
we get from Eq. (3) the enhancement of strangen
production in a constant infinite field fromγ ≈ 0.3 to
γs ≈ 0.4, which is equivalent to increase of the stri
tensionκ from 0.9 GeV/fm to 1.22 GeV/fm.

Let us perform similar fitting procedure for the re
tangular pulse given by Eq. (26). The correspond
dynamical picture is displayed in Fig. 4. It appears t
the scenarios considered above are not fully equiva
Fig. 4. Comparison of two mechanisms offs enhancement: the
quark mass reduction (solid line) and the string tension incre
(dotted line).

in dynamical sense, because the production of l
particles at very short times is apparently suppres
Therefore, the reduction of quark masses due to
chiral symmetry restoration is even more effective
the enhancement of strangeness production than
mechanism of string overlap, which leads to the f
mation of color rope and increase of the string tens

The solution of Eqs. (23) and (25) shows that
back reactions play minor role in the pair producti
processes with the values of parameters given
the set (30), because the current of secondarie
quite weak. The increase of the string tensionκ from
0.9 GeV/fm to 1.22 GeV/fm or the reduction of quark
masses toms = 0.23 GeV andmq = 0.01 GeV does
not significantly modify this scenario.

4. Conclusions

Kinetic equation with the source term, describi
the vacuum production of fermions in a strong, tim
dependent field, is used for the two-component sys
investigation in the collisionless approximation. It
shown that dynamics of vacuum particle creation
time scale compatible with the inverse mass of part
depends essentially on the specific characteristic
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field configuration (a form and a duration of th
field pulse). In particular, the Schwinger-like regim
of particle creation might not be realized at t
typical time scale of QGP formation,τ0 ∼ 1 fm/c.
As a consequence, production of heavy strange qu
becomes more abundant. The role of string fusion
reduction of quark masses due to the chiral symm
restoration which can alter the strangeness produc
is studied. Within the proposed dynamical scena
the mass reduction mechanism appears to be m
effective for the enhancement of strangeness yield
the formation of color rope. Since the current of t
produced secondaries is weak, the contribution of
back reactions to the production process is small.
study shows that the time evolution picture of t
gluon field should be incorporated consistently in
the color flux tube model for quantitative descripti
of parton production in ultrarelativistic heavy-io
collisions.
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